Overdale Community Primary School
Year 4 Spring Term 2 - 2021
Literacy

Maths

Science

Computing
We will use ICT

We are going to spend lots of

In maths we are learning to

What do all living things

time writing stories this half

tell the time. We will be

including animals and plants

term, beginning with a fantastic

recapping how to read

have in common? What types of

wordless picture book called

analogue clocks to the nearest

animals and plants are living in

Journey. We will write the words to the story

hour, half hour and quarter

Eastfield? How has our environment changed

and then produce an e-book for other classes to

of an hour before moving on to the nearest 5

and what does this mean for the living things

enjoy. After that, we will use our narrative

minutes and then closest minute. We will also

that live there?

skills to develop our own story based in a

learn to read, write and convert time between

These are some of the questions we will be

and share our very own e-book

fantasy world. We will use our reading and

digital and analogue on 12 and 24 hour clocks.

answering in science this half term.

films such as Avatar to help us generate

Finally, will also convert time problems including

based on Journey. We will also

fantastic ideas for fantasy creatures and

converting minutes to hours and days to weeks.

settings.

For the last few weeks we will be starting our

programmes to help us
to create our own
multimedia presentation
and produce, record

make our very own computer game
based on dragons!

fractions topic.

Humanities
We will look at the
journey of a river and
discover the most

PSHE

The Big Question

What might I see if I stepped into another world?

important rivers of the

our feelings? We will
learn to first identify
our feelings and

Our class books

UK and how they have

How can we manage

understand what is

helped to shape the country.

going on inside us when we have

We will also have a look at the

different feelings. We will then

importance of Fairtrade fortnight and

develop a ‘Feelings Toolkit’ to help us

understand what Fairtrade means.

deal with our emotions.

Art and DT
Dragons! We will

PE
For games this half

develop our sketching

term, we will get out

skills by carefully

as much as possible

following instructions and adding

and learn how to play

our own twist to drawings of

Tag Rugby too.

dragons. We will also use a range

For PE we will be learning dance

of collage materials to produce a

moves and sequences from around

picture of our very own dragon.

the world.

French
In French, we will learn
all about time including
the days of the week and different
seasons.

RE
In RE, we will learn
about why some people
find Jesus such an
inspiring person.

